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خودمختاری کی ضرورت )خود پر قابو اور خود نظم و نسق(، سیکھنے کی  پس منظر:
خواہش، اور میڈیکل طلباء کی انگریزی گفتگو سیکھنے کی کارکردگی کی وجہ سے، 
موجودہ مطالعہ کا مقصد موثر تدریس کو بہتر بنانے پر فلپ شدہ سیکھنے کے انداز کو 

 عملیانجام دینے کے اثرات کی تحقیقات کرنا ہے۔ حکمت 
 pretest-postestموجودہ مطالعہ ایک کنٹرول گروپ کے ساتھ ایک نیم تجرباتی  طریقے:

افراد( کی بے ترتیب تبدیلی  50افراد )ہر گروپ میں  120ڈیزائن ہے۔ شماریاتی نمونے کو 
 ,Fisherکے ساتھ قابل رسائی انداز میں منتخب کیا گیا تھا۔ ڈیٹا اکٹھا کرنے کے لیے 

King, and Tague's (2001 خود مختاری اور خود ہدایت شدہ سوالنامہ سب سے )
پہلے کنٹرول اور تجرباتی گروپوں کو دیا گیا۔ پھر کنٹرول گروپ نے معمول کے انداز میں 
انگریزی گفتگو سیکھی اور تجرباتی گروپ نے فلپڈ لرننگ پیٹرن کے تحت۔ ا خر میں 

 دونوں گروپوں میں پوسٹ ٹیسٹ کیا گیا۔
( کے غیر متغیر تجزیہ کے نتائج، بار بار اقدامات کے ANCOVAریئنس )کووی نتائج:

ٹیسٹ، اور مداخلت سے پہلے اور بعد میں مطالعہ شدہ نمونوں کی خود ہدایت سیکھنے 
کی تیاری کے موازنہ نے طلباء کی خود سمت کو بہتر بنانے پر اس تدریسی طریقہ کار 

 کا نمایاں اثر ظاہر کیا۔ خودمختاری
تائج نے اشارہ کیا کہ روایتی تدریسی طریقوں کے علاوہ پیٹرن کی قدر اور قابل ن نتیجہ:

قبولیت طلباء کی خود مختاری، سیکھنے کی خواہش اور سیکھنے کی کارکردگی پر بہت 
زیادہ اثر ڈالتی ہے۔ اسی طرح کی تحقیق کو مختلف کورسز میں نافذ کرنا اور مزید مثالوں 

 و تجاویز ہیں۔پر مستقبل کی تحقیق کے لیے د
 (، انگریزی گفتگو، طبی طالب علم، پیٹرنFLخودمختاری، فلپڈ لرننگ ) کلیدی الفاظ:

فلپڈ لرننگ کے تحت انگریزی گفتگو سیکھنے میں میڈیکل طلباء کی خود مختاری 
 میں بہتری کی تحقیقات

 

 

با توجه به نیاز استقالل )خودکنترلی و خودمدیریتی(، رغبت به یادگیری  زمینه و هدف:
و عملکرد دانشجویان علوم پزشکی برای یادگیری مکالمة انگلیسی امری ضروری 

باشد، لذا پژوهش حاضر با هدف بررسی اثربخشی الگوی یادگیری معکوس در صدد می
 ارائة راهبردهای تدریس مؤثر است.

پس آزمون با گروه کنترل است. -یک طرح نیمه تجربی پیش آزمون تحقیق حاضر :روش
نفر(  50نفر )هر گروه  120نمونة آماری به صورت در دسترس با جایگزینی تصادفی تعداد 

ها، ابتدا پرسشنامة بررسی استقالل و خودراهبری فیشر، کینگ آوری دادهبه منظور جمع .بود
روی گروه کنترل و آزمایش اجرا شد. سپس  (Fisher, King, and Tague, 2001) و تاگو

گروه کنترل به روش معمول و گروه آزمایش تحت الگوی یادگیری معکوس مکالمة انگلیسی 
 آزمون روی هر دو گروه انجام شد. را فرا گرفتند. در پایان دوره، پس

(، ANCOVAحاصل از آزمون تحلیل کوواریانس تک متغیره )آنکووا،  هاییافته ها:یافته
های مورد گیری مکرر و مقایسة میزان آمادگی یادگیری خودراهبر نمونهآزمون اندازه

دار این روش تدریس را بر بهبود خودراهبری و مطالعه قبل و بعد از مداخله اثر معنی
 استقالل دانشجویان نشان داد. 

نتی های تدریس سنتایج حکایت از ارزش و مقبولیت الگو در کنار روش گیری:نتیجه
و تأثیر فراوان آن بر استقالل، رغبت به یادگیری و عملکرد یادگیری دانشجویان دارد. 

های بیشتر، های همانند در دروس مختلف علوم پزشکی و بر روی نمونهاجرای پژوهش
ی زبانی و مشارکت فراگیران در کالس از هامندی از این الگو جهت تقویت مهارتبهره

 .های آتی استجمله پیشنهادها برای پژوهش

الگو، یادگیری معکوس، استقالل، دانشجوی علوم پزشکی، مکالمة  های کلیدی:واژه
 زبان انگلیسی

 علوم انیدانشجو استقالل بر معکوس یریادگی یالگو ریتأث یبررس

 یسیانگل مکالمة یریادگی در یپزشک
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Background: Due to the need for autonomy (self-control and self-

management), desire to learn, and performance of medical 

students to learn English conversation, the present study aimed to 

investigate the effect of conducting the flipped learning pattern on 

improving effective teaching strategies. 

Methods: The present study is a quasi-experimental pretest-

posttest design with a control group. The statistical sample was 

selected in an accessible manner with a random replacement of 

120 people (50 people in each group). To collect data, Fisher, King, 

and Tague’s (2001) autonomy and self-directed questionnaire was 

first administered to control and experimental groups. Then the 

control group learned English conversation in the usual way and 

the experimental group under the flipped learning pattern. Finally, 

a post-test was performed in both groups. 

Results: The results of univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), 

repeated measures test, and comparison of self-directed learning 

readiness of the studied samples before and after the intervention 

showed a significant effect of this teaching method on improving 

students' self-direction and autonomy. 

Conclusion: The results indicated that the value and acceptability 

of the pattern besides traditional teaching methods have a great 

impact on students’ autonomy, desire to learn, and learning 

performance. Implementing similar research in different courses 

and on more examples are two suggestions for future research. 
Keywords: Autonomy, Flipped Learning (FL), English 

conversation, Medical Student, Pattern 
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In the present age, which is one of the most complex and 

astonishing human ages, the science is advancing rapidly; to 

this end the society must learn and increase knowledge, 

skills, and change attitudes to sustain and adapt to its 

environment continuously on an ongoing basis also it should 

accept transformation, change, and keep up with it as well 

(1). It is impossible to transfer knowledge to instructors and 

the classroom quickly because of the speed of change and 

updating of science. After a while, due to social and 

technological changes, a large part of the knowledge and 

sciences taught in schools and universities need to be 

reviewed (2).  

The inability of conventional education to generalize 

learning to similar situations in the face of the increasing 

development of science, technology, and human knowledge, 

the lack of an effective system and effective teaching methods 

that can facilitate the development of analytical and critical 

thinking skills are some of the necessities to pay attention to 

these developments, too (3). If learners want to be able to 

cope with future problems, learning the required English 

language skills is necessary. So it sounds important to 

incorporate it into the curriculum of medical universities, 

emphasize the creation of attractive learning opportunities, 

strengthen learners' enduring competencies to learn 

thinking skills, make the right decision, and solve complex 

problems of today's society (4). According to these cases, 

instructors engage learners with the essential learning 

materials. Also, they teach learners how to learn by using 

teaching methods in which their minds are active (5). 

Choosing new teaching-learning methods tailored to the 

goals, content, pervasive characteristics, and type of 

assessment is very important for instructors (6). Among 

these, as one of the effective methods in sustainable learning 

of medical education, the use of a flipped learning pattern is 

introduced (7). 

This approach, called inverted learning (8), flipped 

classroom (9), inverted classroom (10), reverse classroom 

(11), backward classroom (12), flipped teaching (13), and 

flipped instruction (14). It is a type of learning in which the 

teacher's lecture and teaching take place at home, and the 

assignments and activities that the learners used to do at 

home are transferred to the classroom (15). In this learning 

pattern, the instructor interacts with learners individually or 

in groups to promote active learning in order to increase the 

level of involvement (16). Also, the instructor's teaching, 

which used to be lecturing-oriented, is now available in the 

form of video, text, and educational slides or audio content 

and is provided to learners before the class so that they 

become familiar with the new lesson content and learn the 

resources provided before the class. (17). Instructors act as a 

facilitator in the flipped classroom. They pay attention to the 

learners in need, and provide explanations when it is 

necessary (18). After class, teachers and learners can interact 

to solve the problems via the internet or any communication 

technology to solve them (19).  
In this regard, two of the necessary learning components are 

performance and autonomy of learners. They can bond in 

connection with this type of teaching method in medical 

universities very strongly because learners take the initiative 

to identify their own learning needs, determine learning 

objectives, identify resources and materials needed for 

learning, select and implement appropriate learning 

strategies, evaluate their learning outcomes, and act on them 

with or without the help of others (20). One of these 

components is self-control. It means that learners can 

analyze, plan, execute, and evaluate their learning activities 

independently. The second component is self-management. 

It is about learners' ability to identify what they need during 

the learning process, set learning goals, control their time 

and energy for learning, and survey their achievements. The 

desire to learn is another component that points to the 

motivation of learners to acquire knowledge to achieve the 

best learning outcomes by utilizing existing learning 

resources and practical learning strategies to overcome the 

problems that exist in the learning process (4). Therefore, in 

investigating the autonomy and performance in learning 

English conversation in the class, where teaching is done 

under the flipped learning pattern, not only do instructors 

not have all the supervision, but not all decisions about the 

learning process are left to the learners, too. The main task 

of the instructors is to investigate the weaknesses, find 

appropriate strategies for the learning styles of learners, and 

create or shape research and search skills in them (21). 

According to the conducted studies on the research subject 

and the presented opinions from the experts in this field, 

this teaching method has been used in many abroad studies 

and to a much lesser extent in the country, and it is going 

uphill. The results obtained from the research showed that 

the effect of flipped learning on the performance and 

strength of learners' autonomy (self-control, self-

management, and desire to learn) increases their 

satisfaction with the teaching method, which has a 

significant role (22). It also increases active participation, 

fosters learners' abilities and talents in the educational 

process, and improves their performance (23). Flipped 

learning enhances critical thinking and the use of their 

imagination and improves learners' attitudes toward 

learning, too (24). It has a positive effect on the 

development of metacognition and social skills of learners 

(25), strengthens problem-solving skills, and enhances a 

sense of responsibility in learners (26). This teaching method 

improves further interaction between teachers and learners 

and enhances self-assessment of work results (27), having 

been approved by researchers and education specialists. 

Teaching in a learning-centered manner is one of the 

concerns in higher education in the present age. To answer 

the below questions, the researchers did this study: 
1. To what extent is the autonomy in medical students' 

self-control of English conversation learning affected by the 

flipped learning pattern?  

2. To what extent is the autonomy in medical students' 

self-management of English conversation learning affected by 

the flipped learning pattern? 

3. To what extent is the autonomy in medical students' 

desire to learn English conversation affected by the flipped 

learning pattern? 

FUTURE of MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL 
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The Improvement of Medical Students' Autonomy in Learning English Conversation 

 

 

 

This research is quantitative, and its method is quasi-

experimental with pre-test and post-test. All students who 

studied at the University of Medical Sciences but were 

registered at the Aladdin Short-Term Specialized Training 

Center from 2018 to 2020 (284 people) were the statistical 

population of this study. Among these, the sample was 120 

students chosen in a purposeful and accessible manner, with 

a random replacement. The criteria for selecting language 

learners, in addition to the field of study that should be one 

of the fields of medical sciences, was also based on the desire 

of the students. Also, their original language was not English. 

The implementation of this method lasted for 14 months in 

8 courses (4 courses for every experimental and control 

group). Studies showed that the autonomy and self-directed 

scale have internal reliability and coherence in several 

samples (20, 28-31). 
The research instrument was a self-directed learning 

questionnaire prepared by Fisher et al. based on a Likert scale 

of five options and measures learners' self-directed and 

autonomy in learning (20). It has 52 items and three 

subscales (self-management (questions 1-10), desire to learn 

(questions 11-19), and self-control (questions 20-29). Fisher 

et al. 's research findings in Australia showed that the overall 

reliability of this scale was reported by Cronbach's alpha of 

83%, for the self-management subscale 87%, desire to learn 

85%, and self-control 80% (Table 1). Another randomized 

experimental study showed the internal consistency of these 

scales by using Cronbach's alpha coefficient. They reported 

87% for self-management, 85% for the desire to learn, 89% 

for self-control, and 95% for the whole scale (28). Bridges, 

Bierema, and Valentine also achieved Cronbach's alpha 

coefficient of 87% for self-management, 85% for the desire to 

learn, and 80% for self-control (29). 

The validity of this questionnaire in Iran by Nadi and 

Sajjadian was 82% for the whole test, 78% for the self-

management subscale, 71% for the desire to learn, and 60% 

for self-control (30). Ghobadi, Haddadi, and Dadashzadeh 

reported 86% of Cronbach's alpha in the questionnaire, 76% 

in self-management, 55% in the desire to learn, and 70% in 

self-control components (31). Cronbach's alpha coefficient 

for the whole study was 87%, 83% for self-management, 

78%for the desire to learn, and for self-control at 81% in the 

present study. 

As a pre-test, this questionnaire was first given to the control 

and experimental groups. Then, in the control group, 

teaching was done in the usual way by all language training 

centers. It means that instructors use oral or written lecture 

presentations. Learners use retention, repetition, and 

question-and-answer methods that ignore learners' interests, 

talents, and individual differences (32). In the experimental 

group, instructors teach concepts in reverse. In this way, 

instructors prepared books, slides, educational booklets, and 

interactive tests and made them available to learners before 

class by introducing suitable social network platforms due to 

easy access (Telegram and WhatsApp). 

The researchers removed questionnaires of participants who 

did not answer completely or did not answer. The 

questionnaires of 100 students were finally analyzed. The 

researchers used a repeated measurement test and a 

univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to analyze the 

research findings. 
 

 

Because the significance level of Box's M test was higher than 

0.05, the researchers did not violate assuming the 

homogeneity of internal correlations and covariance matrix 

in the pre-test and post-test stages of the two groups. 

Considering the necessary statistical assumptions in Table 1- 

Box's M test results, there were internal correlations and 

homogeneity of the covariance matrix in three scales. 

After the implementation and according to the pre-test and 

post-test data, the researchers analyzed the data obtained 

from the research in the inferential section to answer the 

questions separately presented below. For comparisons 

obtained from measuring research questions (Table 2) which 

is the use of flipped learning pattern on the autonomy of 

medical students in learning English conversation, the 

present researchers used a statistical test of a univariate 

analysis in covariance (ANCOVA) to compare the three scales: 

self-control, self-management, and the desire to learn.  

As shown in Table 3, the researchers used a repeated 

measure test to compare the three scales. 
 
 

The positive effect of implementing this teaching method on 

improving autonomy (self-control and self-management), 

desire to learn, and attention to the performance of medical 

students were the results of the present study. In Table 3, the 

mean of pre- and post-test were significant in all subscales (p 

<0.05). It means that the self-control performance scale of 

English conversation of medical students in the experimental 

group (x= 39.18 and x= 43.48) was better and more 

effective than the control group (x= 38.98 and x= 2.22) (F 

= 104.599). = And p = 0.0001). The results of research by 

Dewi et al. (33) and Piri et al. (2), being in line with this 

question, showed that teaching English lessons using flipped 

9 

 

Table 1. Results of Box's M test of internal correlations of covariance matrix 

Scales/ Test Box's M F df1 df2 Sig. 

Self-control 2.207 0.719 3 172872 0.54 

Self-management 19.072 6.217 3 172872 0.063 

Desire to learn 3.948 1.287 3 172872 0.277 
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Table 2. Describing the effect of flipped learning pattern on the autonomy of medical students in learning English 

conversation in three scales of self-control, self-management, and the desire to learn in two experimental and control 

groups, and two stages of pre-test and post-test 

Group Test Scale 
Descriptive indicators 

n  x  s  

Control 

Pre-test 

Self-control 

50 

38.98 3 

Self-management 33.7 3.38 

Desire to learn 33.52 3.85 

Post-test 

Self-control 

50 

42.22 2.44 

Self-management 38.76 2.04 

Desire to learn 38.96 1.85 

Experimental 

Pre-test 

Self-control 

50 

39.18 3.01 

Self-management 32.14 3.34 

Desire to learn 33.78 3.75 

Post-test 

Self-control 

50 

43.48 2.97 

Self-management 38.24 1.09 

Desire to learn 39.58 2.36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

learning compared to traditional teaching has a positive 

effect on self-control dimension of learners. Between 

traditional methods and flipped learning patterns, García 

Botero et al. (34) and Ezadi et al. (35) also reported a 

significant difference and greater impact of the flipped 

learning patterns on learners' self-control.  

The results of Bagheri and Joshqannejad (36)'s research are 

contrary to these findings. In their view, flipped learning has 

no significant effect on the self-control subscale. Therefore, 

implementing the flipped learning pattern has a positive 

effect on learners' self-control, self-regulation, and self-

orientation because they have a responsibility to learn. The 

use of learning techniques, self-understanding, and practical 

tests increase when instructors use the flipped learning 

pattern, according to the results. This approach showed that 

small lectures help learners take responsibility for their 

learning. On the other hand, the involvement of learners is a 

necessary key factor in the lectures that leads to an effective 

learning environment and improves self-control in English 

conversation among medical students. 

Based on the significant results obtained from the mean of 

pre-test and post-test of the self-management performance 

scale of English language learning conversation of medical 

students, the comparison of the means indicated that the self-

management performance of learners in the experimental 

group (x= 32.14 and x= 38.24) is better and more effective 

than the control group (x=33.7 and x=38.76). Although the 

mean of self-management of the subjects in the experimental 

and control groups followed an upward trend, the mean of 

this subscale in the experimental group increased by 6.10 

points from the pre-test to the post-test. Meanwhile, the 

mean of self-management of the subjects in the control group 

from pre-test to post-test increased by 5.06 points (F = 

261.884 and p= 0.0001). Research results of O'Shea, 

Jackson, Khodabandehloo, et al., Park, Lee, and Du (37-41) 

were in line with this part of the research. The results of 

Bagheri and Joshqannejad (36), Dewi et al. (33), Yang and 

Chen 's research (42) are in line with the results of this 

research question. They considered the role of flipped 

learning to be effective in self-directed learning of self-

management and showed that flipped classroom has a 

significant effect on the variables of students' academic 

achievement and academic self-management. 

Based on the results, the mean of pre-test (x= 33.52) and 

post-test (x= 38.96) of the desire to learn in the control 

group and its significant difference from those in the 

experimental group (pre-test (x= 33.78) and post-test (x= 

39.58) showed the necessity of the model in the 

experimental group. According to the results, indicating the 

upward trend of the mean in the experimental and control 

groups, the subscale means in the experimental group have 

increased by 5.80 points from pre-test to post-test. 

Meanwhile, the mean performance of the subjects with the 

desire to learn in the control group from pre-test to post-test 

increased by 5.44 points (F = 0.035 and p = 0.0001). It 

means that the implementation of the teaching pattern in the 

experimental group had a better and more significant effect 

than in the control group. De Oliveira Fassbinder et al., 

Missildine et al., and Amresh et al. (43-45) resulted the 

similar findings of their research. These findings are also in 

line with the results of research by Du, Dewi et al., García 

Botero et al., Wang and Christiansen, and Piri et al., (41, 34, 

46, 2), who also considered the flipped learning to be 

effective on the dimension of learners' desire to learn of self-

FUTURE of MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL 
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Table 3. Results of a repeated measurement test, 

comparison of the effect of three scales on conversation 

learning English of medical students 

Scale F df Sig. 

Self-control 104.599 1 0.0001 

Self-management 261.848 1 0.0001 

Desire to learn 135.028 1 0.0001 
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directed learning. The flipped learning pattern has a greater 

effect and significant difference in the learners' motivation 

and desire to learn, according to Ezadi, Najafnezhad, Azizi-

Shomami (35)'s research.  

According to Zainuddin et al. (47), flipped learning affects 

motivation and desire to learn. Sharifi Ghortani and Nadi 

(48) also found that self-directed learning has a high effect 

on the desire to learn and the academic achievement of 

students. Khaknejad and Mardakhoda Rudmajani (49) 

reported that the flipped classroom has a significant 

advantage over the conventional teaching method in 

increasing the desire to learn and motivating academic 

achievement. The quantitative results of Bahmani et al. (50) 

have also emphasized the significant effect of the flipped 

learning pattern on the desire to learn. Therefore, the use of 

homework and tests in the classroom and learning content 

at home improves the desire to learn and motivation of 

learners and increases their performance, and leads them to 

do more activities in the classroom. 

The findings of the study also have limitations. They include 

a small collection of learners chosen from accessible and 

purposeful samples identified only from learners enrolled in 

the Aladdin English Language Center. Therefore, the results 

are not possible to be generalized to other fields, courses, 

groups, or even colleges. Other limitations are the lack of 

strict ethical, privacy, and copyright rules related to users' use 

of content, devices, and electronic resources without 

developers' permission. 

The specific suggestion of the research for future researchers 

is to acquaint instructors with influential factors for realizing 

the strategies of implementing a flipped learning pattern. 
These factors in the study that have a high impact on the 

effect of the pattern included: context (time management, 

teaching materials, and lesson plan) and intervening 

conditions (individual, educational, organizational, and 

cultural factors). Instructors need to consider the role of 

these factors and their impact on better and more efficient 

implementation of flipped learning strategies. They should 

keep in their mind that these may vary from environment to 

environment or from situation to situation. Because the 

factors affect the quantity and quality of performance, 

instructors need to survey their situation and conditions 

before implementing the strategies according to the 

implementation situation and take steps to remove potential 

obstacles. In addition in the present study, only one 

researcher trained learners. In this case, they may have given 

incorrect answers to satisfy their instructor. It is 

recommended that different instructors teach the course to 

implement the pattern. It is also necessary to hold in-service 

training courses for new or unfamiliar instructors to 

familiarize them with how to perform their flipped learning 

courses. Further research seems essential to identify the 

benefits, barriers, effects, and efficiency of the approach in 

teaching-learning activities in implementation. 

In Conclusion, Since autonomy (self-control and self-

management), desire to learn, and attention to learners 

'performance are subscales of self-directed learning, the 

results showed that the implementation of the flipped 

learning pattern has a positive effect on improving students' 

self-direction and autonomy and their levels of self-direction 

in learning English conversation. It shows the value and 

acceptability of the pattern along with traditional teaching 

methods on the autonomy, desire to learn, and learning 

performance of students, and increases their self-

confidence. The purpose of all strategies and teaching 

methods is to lead learners to academic success, prepare 

them for how to face the problems of social life, and create 

the ability to solve problems in them according to the results 

of the research. An effective way to strengthen academic 

skills, including improving performance, autonomy (self-

control and self-management), and the desire to learn,  is a 

flipped learning. It also fosters curiosity, deep learning, axial 

learner, and democracy. The method pays attention to the 

real cognition of learners and their academic engagement. In 

a rapidly changing world and information age, flipped 

learning emphasizes educational technologies and individual 

skills of medical students in learning English conversation. In 

addition to these effects, reverse learning can create an 

atmosphere of collaboration with learners' prior preparation 

and an optimal classroom atmosphere. Accordingly, it has 

led to the academic achievement of learners. 
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